
Year 9 PE SPRING 1 -  Can I develop my knowledge of HOCKEY and become the next national 
superstar in this sport?

KEY VOCABULARY 

Penalty 
Stroke

A shot on a goal 
awarded to one 
player from the 
attacking team 
against the goal 
keeper from the 
defensive team.

Free-hit This is awarded to 
the team against 
which the offence 
was committed 
against.

flick Movement of the 
stick that lifts the 
ball off the ground

Short 
corner

Free hit taken from 
a point on the back 
line

SKILLS and TACTICS 
Skill 1 - Slap hit: 
Swing the stick back short and flat, with 
stick parallel to the ground.
Keep the follow through low and your 
stick on the ground.
If you want to lift the ball, angle the 
head of the stick upwards.
Skill 2 - Block: The block tackle involves 
knocking the ball out of the opponent's 
possession by placing the hockey stick on 
the ground, parallel to the ball. As this 
tackle requires you to get closer to the 
ground, make sure to always keep the 
opponents on your right, so the front of 
the stick is blocking the ball.
Tactic - Man to Man Marking is a 
defensive tactic where each defender 
chooses an attacker on the opposite team 
to mark. The defenders' jobs are to stay 
ball-side and goal-side when going 
against the opposing player so they can 
intercept the balls and block any potential 
shots.

RULES and REGULATIONS 
A foul or infringement is called when a 
player:
● Purposely tries to hit the ball off 

another player with the intent of 
causing harm to that player.

● Intentionally uses a body part to 
assist in moving or stopping the ball.

● Hits the ball with the rounded side of 
their hockey stick.

● Raise their stick above waist height.
● Hit their stick off their opponents to 

interfere with play.

OBSERVATION and ANALYSIS 
Using the below sentence stems, give a peer feedback on a skill they practiced during the lesson

 SENTENCE STEMS 
WWW feedback: “Say” I like the way… EBI feedback: “Say” I think you could try...

FACT
India has won the 
most Olympic 
Gold medals with 
a total of 8, 
winning 6 
consecutive 
Gold’s between 
1928-1956.

HEALTH and FITNESS 
Maximum Heart Rate: The highest 
amount of times your heart can beat 
under maximum stress per minute. 
How to calculate maximum heart 
rate: 
220 - your age = Max HR (Beats per 
minute)
E.g. 220 - 13 = 107 bpm



Week Homework Task Complete?

1 Work out your own maximum heart rate and plot it on a graph, using a horizontal 
straight line. Challenge: Plot your family members maximum heart rate.

2 Create flashcards for the key words. 
Keep the cards as these words will support your sporting vocabulary when giving 
feedback to a peer during lessons.

3 Apply your understanding of one of the rules explained to the small games you 
will do in the next lesson. Be ready to tell your team/peers what your one key rule 
you have applied and why you chose that one. 

4 Create a session plan which has a focus of one of the skills listed. Include a warm 
up and cool down.

Word of the unit: Bully 

A bully in Hockey used to restart play between two players when the last ball possession is 

unclear when play was stopped (e.g. injury timeout)


